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Welcome to our comprehensive showing
guide for sellers! Whether you're a seasoned
homeowner or a first-time seller, this guide is
designed to help you navigate the intricate

process of showcasing your home to
potential buyers. The purpose of this guide is

to provide you with practical tips and
strategies to make your home as appealing

as possible during showings, ultimately
increasing your chances of a successful sale. 

Showings play a crucial role in the selling
process as they offer prospective buyers the
opportunity to envision themselves living in

your home. First impressions are paramount,
and by implementing the advice in this guide,

you'll be able to create an inviting and
captivating environment that leaves a lasting

impression on potential buyers. 

From preparing your home to scheduling
showings and more, we're here to guide you
every step of the way. Let's work towards the
same goals together and make your selling
experience a smooth and successful one!

seller showings

GET STARTED
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General Cleaning and Decluttering

Before any showing, it's essential to tackle general cleaning and decluttering tasks throughout your home. Start by
tidying up common areas such as the living room, kitchen, and bathrooms. Remove any unnecessary items, including
personal belongings, excess furniture, and clutter from countertops and surfaces. A clean and clutter-free home not
only creates a positive first impression but also allows potential buyers to envision themselves living in the space more
easily.

SELLER SHOWINGS
PREPARING YOUR HOME

Home Staging Tips

Home staging is a powerful technique for enhancing the appeal of your home to potential buyers. Begin by
rearranging furniture to create an inviting layout that highlights the functionality and flow of each room.

Consider neutralizing decor and adding strategic touches such as fresh flowers or throw pillows to create a
welcoming atmosphere. Pay attention to lighting, ensuring that each room is well-lit and inviting. By staging

your home effectively, you can showcase its best features and leave a lasting impression on potential buyers.
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Enhancing Curb Appeal

The exterior of your home is the first thing potential buyers
will see, so it 's crucial to enhance its curb appeal. Start by
maintaining a well-manicured lawn, trimming bushes, and
adding colorful flowers or plants to enhance the
landscaping. Repair any visible exterior damage, such as
peeling paint or cracked walkways, to ensure a positive first
impression. Consider adding outdoor lighting or updating
the front door and hardware for added visual appeal. By
enhancing your home's curb appeal, you'l l draw buyers in
from the moment they arrive.

Addressing Maintenance Issues

Addressing maintenance issues is essential for presenting
your home in the best possible light during showings. Take
the time to inspect your home for any necessary repairs or
upgrades, such as fixing leaky faucets, repairing damaged
flooring, or replacing worn-out fixtures. Pay special
attention to critical areas such as the roof, HVAC system,
and plumbing to ensure they are in good working condition.
By addressing maintenance issues proactively, you can instil l
confidence in potential buyers and demonstrate that your
home has been well cared for.
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Creating a Welcoming Atmosphere

Creating a welcoming atmosphere is essential for making potential
buyers feel comfortable and at ease during showings. Start by opening
curtains and blinds to let in natural l ight and fresh air, which can
instantly elevate the mood of any space. Consider adding soft, inviting
touches such as cozy throws, decorative pillows, and fresh flowers to
create a warm and inviting ambiance. Pay attention to details such as
pleasant scents and soothing background music to further enhance the
overall atmosphere and leave a positive impression on visitors.
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Maximizing Natural Light

Maximizing natural l ight is key to showcasing your home in the
best possible light during showings. Start by cleaning windows
and removing any obstructions that may block sunlight from
entering the space. Consider using sheer curtains or blinds to
diffuse harsh sunlight and create a soft, inviting glow throughout
the home. Position mirrors strategically to reflect natural l ight and
make rooms appear brighter and more spacious. By maximizing
natural l ight, you can highlight your home's features and create a
welcoming environment that appeals to potential buyers.

Ambient Temperature and Comfort

Ensuring a comfortable ambient temperature is crucial for
creating a positive experience for potential buyers during
showings. Aim for a temperature that is neither too hot nor too
cold, but rather comfortable and inviting. Consider adjusting the
thermostat slightly higher in the winter months and slightly lower
in the summer months to accommodate seasonal preferences.
Providing adequate ventilation and airflow throughout the home
can also help maintain a comfortable environment for visitors. By
prioritizing ambient temperature and comfort, you can ensure that
potential buyers feel relaxed and at ease as they explore your
home.
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Pet and Odor Management

Pet and odor management are essential for creating a pleasant
and inviting atmosphere during showings. Start by thoroughly
cleaning and deodorizing your home to remove any lingering pet
odors or other unpleasant smells. Consider using air purifiers,
scented candles, or room sprays to freshen up the space and
neutralize odors. If you have pets, be sure to remove them from
the home during showings or confine them to a designated area
to minimize disruptions and allergens. By addressing pet and odor
management, you can create a more appealing environment for
potential buyers and increase the likelihood of a positive showing
experience.

ELIZABETH STRAESSLE
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Flexible Viewing Hours

Offering flexible viewing hours is essential for accommodating potential
buyers' busy schedules and maximizing the number of showings for your
home. Consider extending viewing hours beyond traditional times, such as
evenings and weekends, to accommodate buyers who work during the day.
Be open to scheduling appointments on short notice and be will ing to
adjust your schedule to accommodate last-minute requests from serious
buyers. By offering flexible viewing hours, you can increase the
accessibility of your home and attract a wider range of potential buyers.

Open House Events

Hosting open house events is an effective way to showcase your home to
multiple buyers at once and generate interest in your property. Consider
hosting open houses on weekends when potential buyers have more free
time to attend. Advertise your open house events through various
channels, including online listings, social media, and signage in the
neighborhood. Prepare your home by cleaning, decluttering, and staging it
to create an inviting atmosphere for visitors. During the open house, be
prepared to answer questions and provide information about the property
to interested buyers. By hosting open house events, you can increase
visibility and attract motivated buyers to your home.
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Virtual Tour Options

Offering virtual tour options is an innovative
way to showcase your home to potential buyers
who may not be able to attend in-person
showings. Virtual tours allow buyers to explore
your home from the comfort of their own
computer or mobile device, providing a
convenient and immersive experience. A
professional photographer or videographer will
create high-quality virtual tours that highlight
the best features of your home. We’ll promote
your virtual tours through online listings, social
media, and email marketing to reach a wider
audience of potential buyers. By offering virtual
tour options, you can attract remote buyers and
generate interest in your property from
anywhere in the world.
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Communication with Your Real Estate Agent

Maintaining open communication with your real estate agent is essential for
scheduling and coordinating showings effectively. Be proactive in providing
your agent with updates on your availability and preferences for showings.
Discuss any scheduling constraints or preferences you may have, such as
specific times of day or days of the week that work best for you. Stay in
regular contact with your agent to receive feedback from potential buyers
after showings and discuss any necessary adjustments to your selling strategy.
By communicating openly and regularly with your real estate agent, you can
ensure that showings are scheduled smoothly and efficiently, maximizing the
chances of a successful sale.



During the showing, it's important to make
yourself scarce to allow potential buyers to
explore the home freely and without feeling
pressured. Consider stepping outside or
occupying yourself in another area of the house
to give buyers privacy and space to envision
themselves living in the space. Avoid following
buyers around or hovering nearby, as this can
make them feel uncomfortable and inhibit their
ability to fully assess the property. By making
yourself scarce during the showing, you create
a more relaxed and inviting atmosphere that
encourages buyers to explore and connect with
the home on their own terms.

Making Yourself Scarce

During the Showing

Providing informational materials during the
showing can help buyers learn more about the
property and its features. We’ll prepare a
packet of materials, including a property
brochure, floor plans, and any relevant
documents such as inspection reports or
renovation receipts. We’ll include information
about the neighborhood, schools, amenities,
and nearby attractions to give buyers a
comprehensive overview of the area. Be sure to
make these materials easily accessible and
offer them to buyers as they tour the home. By
providing informational materials, you empower
buyers to make informed decisions and
demonstrate your commitment to transparency
and communication.

Providing Informational
Materials

I’ll take the opportunity to highlight key features
of the home that set it apart from others on the
market. Pointing out unique architectural
details, upgraded fixtures, or recent renovations
that add value to the property. Drawing
attention to features such as spacious closets,
energy-efficient appliances, or a newly
landscaped backyard that may appeal to
potential buyers. I’ll be enthusiastic and
passionate about showcasing the best aspects
of the home, and emphasize how these
features can enhance the buyer's lifestyle. By
highlighting key features, it helps buyers
visualize themselves living in the home and
create a memorable impression that sets your
property apart from the competition.

Highlighting Key Features

During the showing, I’ll be prepared to answer
any questions that potential buyers may have
about the property. We’ll work together to pass
along knowledgeable information about the
home's history, features, and amenities, and
provide honest and accurate answers to
inquiries. Addressing concerns or objections
that buyers may raise, and offer additional
information or clarification as needed. Being
patient and attentive to buyer questions, and
taking the time to listen and understand their
needs and preferences. By providing helpful
and informative responses, you build trust and
rapport with potential buyers and increase the
likelihood of a successful sale.

Answering Buyer Questions
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After the Showing
Follow-Up with Your Real Estate Agent & Gathering
Feedback from Potential Buyers

After the showing, promptly follow up with your real estate agent to discuss
how it went and gather feedback from potential buyers. Schedule a
debriefing session to review any positive comments, concerns, or questions
raised during the showing. Use this opportunity to discuss next steps and any
necessary adjustments to improve the home's appeal or address buyer
feedback. Request specific feedback from potential buyers about what they
liked and disliked, paying attention to recurring themes or patterns. By staying
in close communication with your real estate agent and gathering feedback,
you can make informed decisions and take proactive steps to maximize the
success of future showings.

 Making Adjustments Based on Feedback & Preparing for
Future Showings

Based on the feedback received from potential buyers, consider making
adjustments to address any concerns or areas for improvement identified
during the showing. This may involve minor repairs or updates, decluttering,
rearranging furniture, or enhancing curb appeal. Consult with your real estate
agent to prioritize adjustments likely to have the greatest impact on potential
buyers. Then, take the time to prepare for future showings by ensuring your
home is clean, organized, and ready to impress. Implement any
recommendations or suggestions received to enhance the overall
presentation. By staying proactive and attentive, you can maximize the
impact of future showings and increase the likelihood of attracting the right
buyer.
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Further Thoughts
From preparing your home to scheduling showings and following up afterward, each
step plays a vital role in the selling process. Remember to declutter, stage, and
enhance your home's curb appeal to maximize its attractiveness during showings. We
encourage you to approach each showing with enthusiasm and optimism, knowing that
you're one step closer to finding the perfect buyer for your home. Flexibility and
adaptability are crucial in navigating the ever-changing real estate market, so remain
open to feedback and adjustments along the way. Lastly, we want to express our
sincere gratitude for choosing our services to assist you on your selling journey. We
wish you the best of luck and success in your upcoming showings!



Having a trusted real estate professional on your side when
buying a home will make a difference for you & your family.

Ready for a one-on-one Home Buyer/Seller Consultation?
Call me to set it up!

Watch your inboxes to receive the next edition of our
newsletter for helpful home tips and other real estate related

stuff!
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